The **Total Tuff ICF** system utilizes our all in one base, primer and finish coat, Tuff II, embedded with our reinforcing mesh as the base coat. A second coat of Tuff II may also be used as the finish coat, or a standard Total Wall textured finish may be used.

It is used for both commercial and residential applications.

This system is eligible for a Total Wall system warranty when installed by a Total Wall qualified applicator.

---

**Layer 1- ICF Substrate**
Approved ICF substrates are Reward Wall, Arxx, Polysteel, Dow Lite Form, Keeva, Owens Corning, BuildBlock, Amvic, EcoBlock, and others as approved in writing by Total Wall.

**Layer 2- Base Coat and Reinforcing Mesh**
The base coat consists of our versatile 100% Acrylic Tuff II and our 4.3 oz self-sticking detail and standard reinforcing meshes.

**Layer 3- Finish Coat**
The finish coat is a second layer of Tuff II. A wide variety of textures may be achieved using Tuff II, including smooth, brush, freestyle, knock down, sand finish, swirl, spatter or spray-applied textures. The finish coat is available in virtually any color. Our specially formulated textured finishes may also be used.